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"The incomparable Eddie Perlmutter returns for another wild and wicked thrill ride across Boca Raton and beyond. I

love this guy - and this series."

- Douglas Preston

Retired Boston cop Eddie Perlmutter returns in Steven Forman's Boca Daze. Since moving to Boca Raton, Florida,

Eddie's busted Russian counterfeiters, solved at least two murders, thwarted neo-Nazi harassment, and gained

justice for a number of those who couldn't do it for themselves.

This "Boca Knight" knows no fear - except perhaps when he's facing the intimate challenge of sex as a sexagenarian.

But Eddie may have met his match when he tries to shut down a string of illegal pill mills and finds himself a

financial scammer as big as Bernie Madoff.

Armed with his unfailing wit, his Boston-bred fighting skills, and his courage in the face of danger that would make

any sensible retiree head for the comfort of his condo, Eddie's walking on gimpy knees straight into the most

dangerous game of his never-dull life.
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